
 

DATE: 26.09.2021  
 

A. The Cyclonic Storm 
adjoining west central Bay of Bengal
kmph during last 06 hours
2021, over northwest and adjoining west
and Long. 86.4°E, about 
east-northeast of Kalingapatnam (Andhra Pradesh).

  It is likely to move nearly westwards and cross north Andhra Pradesh 
Odisha coasts between Kalingapatnam & Gopalpur
maximum sustained wind speed of 
night of today, the 
from late evening of today.

 
B. Danger signal number seven (DS

Bheemunipatnam ports.
  

C. Danger signal number five (DS
Gangavaram ports. 

  
D. Local cautionary signal number three (LC

Nizampatnam and Krishnapatnam ports.
  

E. Informatory message sent to Vadarevu port.
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Warnings for Ports 

 
     TIME OF ISSUE: 

Storm ‘Gulab’ (pronounced as Gul-Aab) 
central Bay of Bengal moved nearly westwards

6 hours and lay centered at 0830 hrs IST of 2
2021, over northwest and adjoining west central Bay of Bengal near 

°E, about 180 km east-southeast of Gopalpur (Odisha) & 
of Kalingapatnam (Andhra Pradesh). 

It is likely to move nearly westwards and cross north Andhra Pradesh 
etween Kalingapatnam & Gopalpur, as a Cyclonic Storm with 

maximum sustained wind speed of 75-85 kmph gusting to 95
26th September, 2021.The Landfall process will commence 

from late evening of today.  
Danger signal number seven (DS-VII) kept hoisted at Kalingapatnam and 
Bheemunipatnam ports. 
Danger signal number five (DS-V) kept hoisted at Visakhapatnam, Kakinada and 

 
Local cautionary signal number three (LC-III) kept hoisted at Machilipatnam, 
Nizampatnam and Krishnapatnam ports. 
Informatory message sent to Vadarevu port. 

Cyclone Warning 

Cyclone Warning Centre 
Opp AU out gate, Kirlampudi Layout 

Visakhapatnam- 530 017. 

TIME OF ISSUE: 12:00 IST 

Aab) over northwest and 
wards with a speed of 17 

30 hrs IST of 26th September 
ral Bay of Bengal near Lat. 18.4°N 

southeast of Gopalpur (Odisha) & 240 km 

It is likely to move nearly westwards and cross north Andhra Pradesh - south 
as a Cyclonic Storm with 

gusting to 95 kmph, around mid-
The Landfall process will commence 

VII) kept hoisted at Kalingapatnam and 

at Visakhapatnam, Kakinada and 

III) kept hoisted at Machilipatnam, 
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